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Abstract: Improving writing instruction has been the focus of educational researchers during the last three decades. Instructions in writing strategies i.e. planning, drafting, revising have showed a dramatic effect on the students' quality of writing. Moreover, the use of reading and reading strategies like summarization in writing classes has generated a great deal of debate. Employing the overlap of reading and writing strategies as a framework, the present study was conducted to investigate the possible relationship between explicit teaching of summarizing strategies and writing achievement. The study used a Quasi-experimental design. Two groups of intermediate efl students were assigned to experimental and control group. According to Nelson Proficiency test results, both groups were nearly at the same proficiency level. The experimental group, in addition to writing instruction, was taught summarizing strategies explicitly through CALLA. The control group only received the writing instruction in traditional way. The result of writing pre and posttest showed the positive effect of summarizing instruction on students’ writing ability. Comparing the mean score of experimental group on writing posttest (M= 14.6) with the mean score of control group on writing post-test (M= 12.8) revealed that groups have significant difference (P= .000 < .05) and the experimental group outperformed the control group in writing posttest. Therefore, it was concluded that explicit summarizing strategy instruction could be used effectively for Iranian language teaching and learning specially for improvement of their writing proficiency and improving the strategy use.
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1. Introduction

Today writing is a central practice in the process of teaching and learning in schools, and is often used for assessing what and how much students know about a given topic. However, learning writing seems to be the most difficult skill in language learning specially for EFL learners. As experience shows, teaching methods for writing in Iranian educational contexts are mostly product-oriented and Iranian EFL students have limited knowledge about process of writing. Yet it is expected that EFL students’ writings should be well organized, coherent, and involve various criteria such as using correct grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, structure and be successful in communicating ideas. However, most of students have problems in writing to that extent. The difficulties of struggling writers are mostly strategic problems because most of them are not aware of appropriate strategies needed for writing. As Hadley(2003) argued, good writers show some evidence of planning or organizing before they sit down to write the first draft. Then they recan their writing to maintain a sense of the whole composition (p.320). To do this, using cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies are demanded. But poor writers are not very thoughtful and usually have no plan when writing. In order to help the students to improve their writing, numerous methods and approaches have been designed and experienced.

In the mid-1970s, the focus of writing instruction shifted from the product approach to process approach. As its name suggest, this approach concentrate on the creation and process of writing a text as a product. Moreover, by changing the focus of applied linguistics in the mid-1970 from the emphasis on teaching and teacher-centered classrooms to learning process and learner-centered classrooms, learner were supposed to have more responsibility in creating their learning. As a result, teachers were regarded mostly as learner trainer than an instructor and process-writing approach combined a number of writing instructional
activities and extended writing practice opportunities to make learner independent and more responsible for their learning. White and Arndt (1991) introduced writing as a complex, cognitive process that needs to continue intellectual effort over a considerable period. As the concept of writing has changed from that of a product to a process, the emphasis of the teachers also changed to provide more assistance during the prewriting, writing and post writing phases of assigned writing activities. Chastain (1988) asserts that “Newer approaches contend that students learn to write by writing” (p.264).

Instruction in writing demands more practice and students should be encouraged to analyze and evaluate them in order to have an effective and coherent writing. Among the instructions and elements that introduced as an effective tool in improving the writing, writing strategy instruction has shown a dramatic effect on students writing. Strategy training is defined as teaching the use of strategies in order to improve learners’ effectiveness. The use of readings in writing classes has also generated a great deal of debate among those searching for methodologies that increase improvement in writing proficiency. Thus, teaching strategies of how to gain the gist of a text as a reading strategy is a good help for writing about the topic of that text. Within a wider framework of reading strategies, derivative researches on the strategies used for summarizing information by EFL/ESL or non-native speakers of English has attracted the interest of some researchers in Applied Linguistics as it has been realized that the ESL/EFL students’ ability to summarize information is an important skill required for directing learning successfully at college and university level. Summarizing is a process demanding higher thinking for synthesizing the content and identifying important information and main idea of a text. By using this strategy or skill, students can understand better what they are reading and how to write by first writing the key information, then supporting the main idea. In addition, writing a summary helps learners to retain information deeply. A number of researchers introduced summarizing as a writing strategy to recover the previous knowledge e.g. Wenden (1991), Knudson (1998). It incorporates both reading strategies such as Inferencing and writing strategies such as drafting & planning in making outlines. Summarizing as an important skill involves the strategies and rules proposed by some researchers and according to Reidle (2011) it is “an evaluative tool that allows students to self-evaluate what they know and what they do not know” (p.2).

A number of universities of different countries consider summarization as a skill which should be taught. Teachers should provide text for students to summarize and pay much attention to the rules and strategies needed for this skill and do not assume that most of the students have mastered this skill previously or know the rules completely. Teachers must be persuaded to accept summarization as a crucial skill that their students should practice as often as possible as a part of an integrated reading and writing program. It is speculated that EFL learners need an explicit instruction on global summarizing strategies to become proficient writers and readers. Strategic learning and strategy-based instruction (SBI) have been proved to be an effective approach in leading learners to better learning, thus, teaching summarizing strategies might be effective in learning skills. Various studies found that to be an effective learner it is better to become strategic learner. According to Chamot (2004), “Strategic learners have metacognitive knowledge about their own thinking and learning approaches, a good understanding of what a task entails, and the ability to orchestrate the strategies that best meet both the task demands and their own learning strengths.”(P.14). These learners are identified as “good language learners” and are successful in their learning. Early researches went toward just identifying and classifying learning strategies with recognizing strategies used by effective and good language learners through interview and thinking aloud procedure and so on. It was not long before language educators realized that simply recognizing learners’ contributions to the process of learning and identifying strategies was not sufficient. As Freeman (2003) pointed out that:

In order to maximize their potential and contribute to their autonomy, language learners- and specially those not among the group of so-called ‘good’ learners needed training in learning strategies.(p.159).

It seems clear that the issue of successful learning and strategic learning are concerned in learners’ autonomy and independent language learning since the strategies play a key role in this regard. As Kumaravadivelu (2006) points out, learners by using appropriate learning strategies can monitor their learning success and maximize their learning potentials. Thus, to enhance learner autonomy and independence that make learners to take charge of their own learning the focus of trainers should change from learning students what to learn to learn them how to learn. Research on learning to learn approaches for learner autonomy has produced useful taxonomies of learning strategies (e.g. O’malley and Chamot, 1999, Oxford, 1990). These strategies involve cognitive, metacognitive, social and affective strategies for achieving the goal. Cognitive strategies according to Richard and Schmidt (2002) incorporate any mental process that learner make use of in language learning such as Inferencing, Generalization, Deductive learning, Monitoring and Memorizing. Proponents of this approach make learners aware of learning strategies and train them to use those effectively in all settings especially in academic situations. On the other hand, Meta cognitive strategies control the learning process and take the necessary actions and steps in solving the problem e.g. planning, monitoring and evaluation.

As it was noted, writing is a complex and important skill demanding more practice by EFL learners. Despite its importance, many students are struggling to master this skill. Thus, finding a way for improving writing is necessary especially for EFL students. Furthermore, it was
noted, SBI in writing has been shown a dramatic effect on writing proficiency. Moreover, according to one research conducted by Graham and Perin (2007) after writing strategy instruction, summarization instruction has shown a great effect in improving writing. The purpose of this study is to focus on the kinds of summarizing strategies (cognitive and meta-cognitive) adopted from Chimbonda (2006) and Idris, Baba & Abdulla (2008, 2009) which are used by students in summarizing a text with complex ideas and in addition incorporate them into writing instruction of classes in an integrated manner. Briefly, the main purpose of this study is to study the effect of explicit teaching of the summarizing strategies in writing ability of EFL students in order to offer effective strategies for solving the problems of students in writing especially when writing summaries. Another goal of this study is to provide extended practice with expository writing and revision, and integrating these strategies into teachers’ instruction in order to encourage students to take responsibility for their own writing.

1.1. Research Hypotheses

The following hypothesis is to be tested at the end of the present research:

1- The explicit summarizing strategy training has no effect on writing performance of Iranian intermediate EFL students.

2. Review of the Related Literature

2.1. Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework of this study is based on the cognitive approach for learning. It began in the early 1970s, when language learners were seen to be active and more responsible for their own learning and writing instruction changed from the product approach to process approach. This cognitive approach itself was provided by cognitive psychology that according to Richard & Schmidt (2002) is a branch of psychology that deals with such processes as attention, perception, comprehension, memory, and learning. In contrast with behaviorism, cognitive psychology is concerned with mental processes and the representation of knowledge in the mind. Studies and researches in learning theory have supported the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA) like Chamotet al (1992). This approach was recognized as a path that views learners as active participants who are mentally involved in the process of teaching and learning and suggest ways for teachers to activate the mind of students by asking them to reflect on their language learning and develop a strategic approach for learning and problem solving. Following cognitive approach, Rubin (1975) identified some of learning strategies as he studied good language learners and what they did to be successful learners. It was hypothesized that some of the success of successful learner may be the result of using more beneficial LLS. According to Rubin (1975 as cited in Larsen-Freeman , 2003), good language learners are willing and accurate guessers who have a strong desire to communicate, they attend to both the meaning and the form of their message and practice and monitor their speech as well as the speech of others.

2.2. Strategy Training and Process Writing Instruction

Numerous studies have concentrated on the positive effect of explicit strategy training on writing performance. As it was mentioned when strategy training is incorporated in language curriculum, teachers have to teach students how to learn in addition to teach them what to learn. It can help students get familiar with their own learning styles and learning process and continue to learn after they have completed formal study of the language. It encourages students to adopt strategies that are good for efficient learning and becoming autonomous.

Various writing instruction models have been developed by researchers which most of them are strategy oriented to provide students with different strategies that they need and implied to strategy training as an important component of writing instruction. According to Leavitt-Noble (2008 as cited in Akincilar & Vildan 2010), integrated model for teaching writing that integrate explicit teaching, modeling, strategy instruction and external dialogue and using rubrics is more effective and successful way for teaching writing. Recent researches by Graham et al (2006), Mcmullen (2009), and Akincilar (2010), proved and pointed out the effect of strategy training on writing improvement. Graham &Perin (2007) in a study thought the strategies for planning, revising, and editing in writing composition to adolescents in order to teach the students to use these strategies independently. Their results supported strategy instruction effects especially for lower level students. They also proposed SRSD as a particular and effective approach for teaching writing strategies. Akincilar (2010) in another study, investigated the effect of PLEASE strategy training through SRSD on overall length and quality of writing which according to the results gained, there was improvement in length and overall quality of writing in addition to an increase in students’ self-confidence.

Effects of strategy instruction in writing have been documented on all writing strategies (cognitive and meta-cognitive). Graham and Harris (2005) introduced all the effective strategies for writing better. The scientifically validated writing strategies according to them are Self-monitoring and recording writing output, PLASE, PLANS, STOP and LIST, Summary writing, Set goal for revising, Peer revising, CDO, Self-monitoring and recording story parts, Vocabulary, Story grammar, Set general and elaborated goals, Three-step strategy with TREES, STOP and DAR, SCAN, POWER strategy Explanations, POWER strategy Comparison/contrast and Report writing. One of the proposed strategies is summary writing that as a complex skill incorporating reading and writing activities consists of cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies for scanning and skimming, inferencing to find important
points, deleting unnecessary information, generalizing and combining sentences having key ideas, constructing information in their own word and self-assessment.

2.3. Summarizing Strategies and Writing Achievement

Summarizing is a skill that enhances students’ writing and comprehension because it requires reprocessing information in a written text or heard in a listening task and requires expressing that information in their own words to reconstruct the meaning in a condensed form. As it was noted, this skill need the attention and learning beneficial strategies concerned with both reading and writing. Chimbganda (2006) detected the overall strategies used by ESL students when summarizing which involve Information processing Strategies (Understanding by directed attention, scanning & skimming, noting, meaning, marginal and inappropriate strategies), Summary production Strategies (planning, recasting/paraphrasing, reproduction strategies) and Self-assessment Strategies (directed attention, verification, correction and evaluation strategies. He used questionnaires, taped interviews and summaries for collecting the data.

Idris et al (2008, 2009) by conducting an effective study were also focused on the importance of summarization skill that according to them “involves multiple cognitive activities such as reading and understanding of text, identifying relevant theme, and generating a shorter version of it” (P. 200). They designed an algorithm by detecting the summarizing strategies used by expert students through computer-based summarization assessment system in Malaysia. From the analysis, they identified eight summarizing strategies and their rules which are then transformed into a set of heuristic rules on how to determine the summarizing strategies. The strategies involved Deletion, Sentence combination, Topic sentence selection, Syntactic transformation, Paraphrasing, Generalization, Sentence reordering, and Invention. They developed an algorithm based on the heuristic rules proposed by Brown and Day (1983) and performed some experiments to evaluate and support the prescribed technique. It was assumed that most students have little knowledge about summarizing strategies or they might not know the importance of using these strategies. Thus, in order to tackle the students’ difficulties in summarizing Chimbganda (ibid) suggested that pre-reading strategies and summarizing strategies should be taught. By spreading the studies related to summarizing strategies instruction and revealing its effect on reading comprehension and summary writing, the fact that there is an overlap between reading and writing strategies for developing a summary suggested teaching summarizing strategies may be effective in writing, too.

Literature provide report on the effect of summarization instruction on writing ability. This instruction as stated by Graham & Perin (2007: 449)”involves explicitly and systematically teaching students how to summarize texts. This can include teaching strategies for summarizing text or instructional activities designed to improve students’ text summarization skills”. In the view of Graham &Perin (2007), as a teacher guides students through various writing strategies; like summarizing strategies, he/she assists them in preparing academic writing assignments by using readings as a basis to practice such skills like summarizing, paraphrasing, interpreting, and synthesizing concepts.

Numerous studies were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of summarization instruction in writing. Lee (2010) used of coping and summarizing instruction to develop the writing and reading of 60 EFL Korean students. He compared the mean score of four groups of students on reading and writing as a whole. As the results showed students of summarizing group showed much enhancement in organization, structure and grammar area of writing than reading, although their reading inferencing was also increased. Knudson (1998) also reached to a positive effect of summary writing and summarizing techniques on writing ability of college-bound students. As he reports instruction in summarization was more effective for improvement to position, support, macro level skills and micro-level skills in writing than other instruction like synthesis instruction.

MousapourNegari (2011) in another related study to strategy instruction, used concept mapping strategy instruction for improving writing achievement of EFL learners. A concept map as a learning strategy represent the relationships among concepts with the visual representation of key words that students according to it can identify main issues of a text and organize these key issues in a meaningful way. The results of the Analysis of Covariance revealed the instruction of concept mapping strategy had a positive effect on EFL learners’ writing achievements.

In short, the previous studies mostly agreed on the following facts:

- Successful learners employ useful strategies that are teachable to less skilled learners.(Rubin, 1975, Brown, 2001, Nunan, 2001)
- Developing students’ knowledge about their own thinking processes is basic for developing and improving their language learning and proficiency.(Cohen, 1998, Chamot,2004)
- Strategy based instruction encourages students to adopt strategies that are good for efficient learning and develop the autonomy and independence of learners.(Wenden 1991)
- There is a positive relationship between SBI and writing achievement. (Graham et al, 2006, McMullen, 2009, Akincilar,2010)
- The use of summarization instruction in writing classes is not only effective in summary writing but it is also effective in writing achievement.(Knudson, 1998, Graham & Perin,2007, Lee, 2010).

According to these results it was found that summarization instruction is effective in writing, but as the evidence showed these studies mostly concentrated on the influence of summarization not training this skill strategies
step by step to students. On the other hand, the studies investigating the effect of summarization were acted mostly on ESL learners and its benefit was clarified on writing components or only summary writing. Therefore, as it was proved that summarizing instruction improved the reading, components of writing, & summary writing of ESL students, it seems the effect of summarizing strategies instruction should be considered on overall writing quality of writing and for EFL students, too. Mainly because EFL students have much problem in writing and summary writing. Thus, the researcher decided to investigate the effect of teaching these strategies on overall writing ability of Iranian Intermediate EFL students.

3. Methodology

3.1. Participants

Participants in the study, were 50 intermediate undergraduate students majoring Nautical in Maritime University in Chabahar, Iran. All the participating students were male and completed 12 years of schooling prior to their registration in college. They were the researcher’s students that were learning general English course offered by the foreign language department of Chabahar University. They were nearly at the same language proficiency, which was determined by NELPT (1976), test 450 part C, which is claimed to be standard with regard to the portion of its reliability. By chance, the two selected classes consisted of almost students of the same language proficiency level. Twenty-five students were participating in control group as well as experimental group receiving the regular 12-week writing course. Participants were not informed about the purpose of the study, since the results of the study may be influenced positively or negatively by informing the purpose to students.

3.2. Procedures

During the treatment, students in experimental group in addition to learning writing and exercising how to write an essay or develop a paragraph through the Paragraph Development book (1990) and practicing process writing, practiced different summarizing strategies identified and taught based on rule-governed approach adapted from Brown and Day (1983) in different contexts. Summarizing strategies were demonstrated and modeled using the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA) adapted from Chamot (2004) to help students learn how to summarize and write a summary. The model had six instructional phases: 1. Preparation phase. 2. Presentation 3. Practice the strategy with familiar tasks 4. Monitoring and evaluating their own strategy use immediately after each practice.5. Expansion, students should learn to transfer learned strategies to new tasks and combine strategies into clusters.6. Finally, assessment that teacher assesses students’ use of strategies and its impact on their performance. These treatment sessions lasted nearly two months. In SBI program, students were provided with assistance in their native language when they were learning strategies. Using their native language made the teacher sure they understood the strategies. Participants also were given a self-made handout to practice these strategies independently.

According to the basic summarizing rules suggested by Brown and Day (1983), 8 types of summarizing strategies were identified by Idris et al (2008). These strategies are topic sentence selection, deletion, sentence combination, paraphrase, generalization, syntactic transformation, sentence reordering and invention. Chimbganda (2006) also detected similar strategies including cognitive strategies (Note-making, Grouping, Resourcing/recombination, Deduction/Inferencing, Contextualization and Repetition) and Meta-cognitive Strategies (Planning, Selective/Directed Attention, Self-monitoring/Evaluation). Some of the strategies detected by Chimbganda (ibid) were practically the same as Idris (ibid). Each session devoted to teaching at least two summarizing strategies. The structure of the sessions for teaching the strategies e.g. topic sentence selection strategies were as follow:

1. At first students were prepared by providing a description of the strategy and stating its goal and importance. Teacher told the students they were going to learn another strategy for summarizing named topic sentence selection strategy. It was defined as a strategy, which involves choosing one main sentence that represent the key idea and identifying relevant information from the original text. They were informed that this strategy help them to improve their comprehension of a reading passage and help them in writing best by planning to write a main sentence first. Then they were asked to brainstorm how they think about this strategy? How this strategy may help them to write a summary.

2. The teacher modeled the strategy by writing the main sentence of first paragraph in a text presented to students before starting the session. The teacher wrote the main sentence on the board and explained a summary sentence is produced by topic sentence selection if cue phrases e.g. “It is concluded that, She/ He discovered that, She/he claims that” and the location of these cues (normally at the first or last sentence of the paragraph in the original text) are found in the sentence. The teacher asked students whether the details presented in the next sentences supports the main idea.

3. The students were asked to use this new strategy in finding the main sentence of the next paragraph in the passage. In this phase, the teacher guided students in determining statements that support main idea by revealing sentences, which are more central to the main idea, provided scaffolding by giving appropriate feedback, and gradually shifted the responsibility to students in finding the main sentence.

4. In this phase, teacher made students to monitor their learning and evaluate whether they used topic sentence selection strategy appropriately.
5. Students were asked to use the topic sentence selection strategy for next paragraphs and for writing a summary using other strategies they have learnt. In this stage, teacher showed the students which by putting these important sentences together and in a brief form, the main concept of the passage is better comprehended.

6. Finally the teacher collected the summaries and assessed them considering the new strategies they were taught. The feedback was given to students in the next session before practicing the new strategies. Students were assigned homework and were asked to practice using these strategies.

Following the writing instruction for the students in control group, they wrote nearly 12 writings in the class, further they were assigned to write eight writings at home. In summary, the control group’s instructions were presented practicing the basic format of writing paragraphs, and feedback to support their knowledge for developing a paragraph. The ultimate goal for teaching writing to control group was to teach students use the writing strategies independently. However, these strategies had not been taught explicitly as the experimental group.

4. Results and Discussion

As explained above, the primary instrument for measuring the students’ growth in writing was the pre-and post-test writing. For analyzing the scores Statistical Package software for Social Sciences (SPSS, version .17) was used. The results were discussed under two main categories of independent sample pre and posttest and paired sample pre and post test of written essays.

In order to explore to what extent the raters have agreed on their rating for pre-test, the Pearson Product Moment reliability test was conducted and showed these results: The correlation between raters’ scores for control group and experimental group was \( r = .693 \) and \( r = .709 \) respectively that indicate the strong correlation between raters’ scores. Before the treatment, in order to see whether the two groups were at the same level of writing proficiency, a TOEFL writing proficiency test was administered to both groups.

4.1. Comparison of Control and Experimental Group prior to the Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group2</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>1.633</td>
<td>.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>1.595</td>
<td>.319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The independent t-test for control and experimental group compared the mean score of the control group (M=7.28) and the mean score for experimental group (M=7.60). Considering the mean difference of the two groups (.320) and, of course, the p value (p=.487 > .05) shows that the groups are nearly the same or, at most, there is not any significant difference between them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.141</td>
<td>.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.595</td>
<td>.319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Comparison of Pre& Posttest on Control Group

It was expected that control group writing scores due to the writing and practicing writing during one semester should change and progress. To see changes (if any) in the control group, a paired t-test was conducted to compare the results of pre and posttest. The results are presented in the following table (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4 Paired Samples Test Pre and Post-test for Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest - Pretest</td>
<td>5.520</td>
<td>2.044</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>4.676 - 6.364</td>
<td>13.505</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (4.4) shows that the control group has made a progress during the course of writing. The mean score of this group on pretest and posttest was 7.28 and 12.80 respectively. The p value is smaller than .05 (p=.000 < p=.05); therefore, it can be concluded that the group has made a progress compared with the outset of the study and this is for the effect of one semester teaching and practicing in writing.

4.3. Comparing Pre and Post-Test for Experimental Group

Considering the same paired t-test as control group in order to see changes (if any) in the experimental group, the results of writing pre- and post test of experimental group was also compared. The results are presented in the following table (4.5).

Table 4.5 Group Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of pre- and post test for experimental group:

Table 4.5 shows the experimental group has made a considerable progress at the end of the course. Considering the results presented in the table (4.5) it can be concluded that there has been a substantial change in the experimental group. A comparison of the mean scores of this group prior to and at the end of the course yielded a t value of 7.00 and a p value of .000. As it is observable, the significance level of p=.000 < p=.05 is a witness as to how the experimental group has undergone a significant progress. It suggest the summarizing strategies can increase writing learning, according to its pretest/posttest mean difference and the p value (p=.000).

4.4. Comparison of Both Groups on Posttest

In this section, we are about to see which group performed better the groups who received just conventional writing instruction or the groups who received summarizing strategies plus the writing instruction. Thus, the post-test results of control and experimental groups were compared, to answer the main question and to see whether there was any kind of change in the writing of experimental group. In order to see the efficiency of teaching summarizing strategies in writing ability of Iranian students, like the previous parts, the results, are presented through a table.

Table 4.6. Independent t-test for both groups on post-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>3.731</td>
<td>.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the statistics in Table 4.6, the mean score of the control group on the posttest is 12.80 while that of the experimental group is 14.60. The mean difference of the two groups, as the table shows, is 1.80 and since the p value is \( p = 0.000 \) \(<\ p = 0.05 \), it can be concluded that the experimental group has performed significantly better than control group on the posttest.

4.5. Discussion

Since the instructional method for teaching writing and practicing writing was the same, the significant larger progress of the experimental writing is an honest and reliable proof for the effectiveness of summarizing strategy instruction. The higher writing scores of experimental group compared to control group’s scores showed that the teaching of summarizing strategies had an effect on writing quality. In addition, although the writings were scored based on a holistic rubric, the raters reported that the success of experimental group than control group was mostly for using appropriate and sufficient explanations, examples, and details to organize and develop their writing and addressing the topic well. This can be interpreted in several ways. It showed the knowledge of students for benefits of using a number of summarizing strategies, which help them in writing well, has been increased. Or it could be for using reading in writing instruction which drew the attention of students to new vocabularies, organization and cause reflecting on the passages. The other explanation for improving the organization and supporting the main idea more in experimental group would be that the students might have given more attention to identify main idea, important and related details to restate those details in their own words. Thus, they learned how to support the main idea well. The findings for investigating the main hypothesis are consistent with the findings of, Knudson (1998), Rumero Perez, Bandera, Leon &Cervan(2003), Graham &Perim (2007), Lee (2010) which provided evidence for the positive effect of summarization instruction on writing ability and components of writing. The findings also support MousapourNegari (2011) results on effectiveness of strategy instruction for writing although she investigated positive effect of concept mapping strategy instruction on EFL learners’ writing achievement.

In short, the writing proficiency of students in the summarizing strategy training group was improved more than those in control group. Thus, the main hypothesis of this research can be rejected by these results. It seemed that writing instruction based on teaching summarization facilitate development of writing. The lack of a significant improvement in the control group compared to experimental group indicates that simply offering students to practice writing through the conventional instruction was not sufficient to develop their writing ability.

5. Conclusion & Implications

The study reveals the effect of step by step teaching of summarization on students’ writing quality. Based on data presented in the previous parts, positive effect of summarizing strategy training on experimental students’ writing products has been confirmed. The findings support the theoretical prediction about the effectiveness of strategy instruction and findings of earlier researches on explicitly strategy instruction on writing ability.

To conclude, it was assumed that the explicit summarizing strategy training have no effect in developing writing. Findings illustrated the great effectiveness of the conscious applying the summarizing strategies in helping students to develop their writing and led the students to the appropriate adoption of certain strategies and procedures for producing a coherent and well-organized writing. Through practicing summarizing strategies, the students become more aware of the process underlying the written text and they learn how to support the main idea when writing. Previous research on summarizing mainly discussed the advantages of summarization instruction on summary writing as a kind of writing or discussed it in relation to components of writing but possible advantages that the explicit summarizing instruction could provide in overall writing quality and frequency of using these strategies had been given less attention. In addition, as far as the literature showed, despite the importance of summarization in language learning, teaching summarizing strategies in all language skills area has been given less attention in Iranian universities and schools. Considering these results and results of other SBI studies on writing, the researcher concludes generally that SBI, especially summarization instruction is an effective tool for improving writing and increasing the knowledge of students about appropriate strategies in writing.

The pedagogical implications arising from this study mostly are related to the importance of the strategy-based instruction in writing in general and the importance of teaching summarizing strategies in particular. In conventional teacher-centered writing classrooms, mostly writing is regarded only as a product. The teacher teaches the students by only explaining about the structure and formats of writing. The students are also expected to write according to the rules they are learning through the books and teachers. As it is suggested by researchers the writing instruction should incorporate both process and product approach in teaching writing, in other words the process approach should be used as a tool for gaining the best product. Furthermore, if learners become aware of the underlying process in their own learning and know how to apply good strategies for the task consciously, they become more involved and responsible for their learning. Thus, teachers should increase the students’ confidence in using the appropriate strategies by explicit teaching them and scaffolding to use them more in order to become independent and autonomous learners. The syllabus designer also should consider incorporating these strategies in writing books as well as reading books.

With regard to the effects of strategy instruction, which
consider the good language learner strategies as a base for teaching strategies, the current study focused on the strong relation between reading and writing through summarizing strategies that has been to a degree neglected in Iranian universities and schools. There was used a quasi-experimental design to carry out this study, thus, there is limitation in the generalizability of results to other context. It is suggested for further research to consider a true-experimental design.

On the other hand, this study used the summarizing strategies determined by ESL researchers. Another similar study should be conducted to investigate the summarizing strategies adopted by Iranian university students and high school students. To detect these crucial strategies in Iran, personal interviews with individual students following questionnaires and think aloud procedure should be conducted to establish exactly the strategies they used and prefer when producing a summary. Examining the summarizing strategies used by female and male students in different proficiency level is also suggested to investigate separately.
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